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ABSTRACT

An approach has been formulated to route nuclear spent fuel over the U.S.

Interstate highway network. This approach involves the generation of alternative

routes so that any potential adverse impacts will not only concentrate on regions

along the shortest path between the nuclear power plant and repository.

Extensive literature research on the shortest path finding algorithms has been

carried out. Consequently, an extremely efficient shortest path algorithm has

been implemented and significantly increases the overall system performance.

State-of-the-art interactive computer graphics is used. In addition to

easy-to-use pop-up menus, full color mapping and display capabilities are also

incorporated. All of these features have been implemented on commonly available

personal computers.



INTRODUCTION

In the transportation industry, much effort has been devoted to finding

the shortest distance routes for shipping goods from production sites to market

areas. When routing the transportation of hazardous materials, however, the

decision maker must also attempt to distribute the potential burden associated

with these materials as fairly as possible. Given suitable network information,

existing routing methods can readily determine least distance routes for any

shipment. Yet, little effort has been applied to finding alternative routes so

that areas located along the shortest distance paths will, not be the only areas

forced to bear the potential burden of unfavorable radioactive impacts.

All nuclear power reactors are refueled periodically, generally once every

18 months. The fuel assemblies removed are initially stored at the power plant

in a spent fuel storage pool. After a suitable cooling period, the spent fuel

is supposed to be shipped to a reprocessing facility, monitored retrievable

storage facility (MRS) , or permanent repository. For the once-through fuel cycle

process, none of the discharged spent fuel would be reprocessed to recover

unburned fuel. Instead, all spent fuel could be stored in one of several MRSs

for a period of time, (typically 5 co 10 years), then the spent fuel would be

shipped to a repository for long-term storage and/or disposal. However, the MRS

facility is only a concept at this time.

Two computerized nuclear and hazardous materials shipment risk analysis

and routing systems, namely RADTRAN and HIGHWAY, have been developed under the

sponsorship of the Department of Energy.

The HIGHWAY system is a computerized transportation routing model developed

by Oak Ridge National Laboratory to generate likely routes for shipping

radioactive materials (Joy and Johnson, 1981). The HIGHWAY data base is a

computerized road atlas containing descriptions of the entire Interstate System,

the federal highway system, and most of the principal state roads. In addition

to predicting the most likely commercial route, options incorporated in the

HIGHWAY model can allow for maximum use of Interstate highways or routes that

will bypass urbanized areas containing populations greater than 100,000 persons.

The user may also interactively modify the data base to predict routes that

bypass any particular state, city, town, or specific highway segment.

Unfortunately, the HIGHWAY model was developed using a proprietary digital



highway data base. Therefore, the model can only be executed on the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory mainframe computer. A financial surcharge or licensing fee

is required in order to use the HIGHWAY model on other mainframe computer

systems.

RADTRAN was developed in conjunction with the preparation of the

Environmental Statement on the Transportation of Radioactive Material by Air and

other Modes to analyze the radiological impacts of transporting radioactive

materials. RADTRAN is a very sophisticated computer model developed by Sandia

National Laboratory [(Madsen, Wilmot, and Taylor, 1983) (Taylor and Daniel,

1982)]. The model combines meteorological, demographic, health physics,

transportation, packaging, and material factors in order to evaluate both

incident-free and accident-involved risks. Although the results generated by

RADTRAN are elaborate, the data requirement for RADTRAN is quite intensive and

use of the model is somewhat involved. The system, written in FORTRAN, was

designed to be used on both CDC 6600 and CDC 7600 computers. RADTRAN was later

included in a collection of transportation-related programs installed on a mini-

VAX computer at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The system is called TRANSNET

and is accessible by a limited number of qualified non-Department of Energy users

(Cashwell and Brogan, 1989).

These systems have been either designed and developed on the mainframe

computers, or the access to these models by the public is limited.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to develop a nonproprietary, readily

transferable, easy-to-use nuclear spent fuel transportation routing model and

alternative routing algorithm which will support various nuclear spent fuel

routing projects. In addition, a user-friendly graphics-based user interface

will be used to facilitate the interaction between human and machine.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTING ALGORITHM

Traditional k-shortest path methodology was examined to find alternative

routes. It was found that the alternative routes generated, say first K shortest

paths, are similar from one to the next route. Differences among K ^ and *



route oftentimes can be found in the beltway commonly located in metropolitan

areas. One route might go though the center of a city and the other might use

the outer beltway. A set of alternatives might be the combination of the

aforementioned situation in three or four metropolitan areas. A more efficient

method is needed to generate distinct alternative routes.

An alternative-route generation algorithm has been developed. The

algorithm first finds the shortest distance path between the desired nuclear

power plant and repository. While searching for the shortest distance path, the

algorithm identifies links used and marks the use of those links for the

subsequent alternative routes searching. A ten percent penalty factor will be

added to the actual distance of those marked links. If the links were used twice

before, the penalty would be two times ten percent (twenty percent). Using a

penalty factor on the actual distance method will not, however, necessarily

guarantee that the next iteration will generate a distinct alternative.

Additional measures must be taken to facilitate the search for distinct

alternative routes.

If a duplicate route is encountered in the subsequent alternative routes

searching iterations, the algorithm increases the penalty factor. The penalty

factor is increased by an additional Duplicated Factor. The Duplicated Factor

is initially set to be one (Duplicated Factor = 1). When a duplicated route is

encountered, the Duplicated Factor is calculated in the following fashion :

Duplicated Factor = Duplicated Factor + (1.0 I Total Routes)

where :

I = I*" alternative route generated previously which is identical to the
current alternative route

Total Routes = Total number of routes previously calculated before the
current alternative route.

The final calculation of the "inflated" distance used in the alternative

route searching for each link is as follows :



Inflated Distance = Actual Distance (Count 10% Duplicated Factor +1)

where Count is the number of times the link has previously been used. By using

the method described above, a set of distinct alternative routes between a given

pair of originating nuclear power plant and destination repository can be

generated quickly. Currently, the system is programmed to generate up to five

distinct alternative routes automatically. This is based on the preliminary

experience that any alternative routes found after the fifth alternative are

frequently not as reasonable as compared to the first five routes.

SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM

Extensive literature research has been carried out on the shortest path

algorithm. As suggested by Pallottino (1984), all recently developed shortest

path algorithms maintain some kind of priority queue which contains a set of

candidate nodes that need to be examined in each iteration. Based on the

management scheme of such a priority queue, these algorithms can be classified

as "label-setting" or "label-correction" algorithms.

One study (Shier, 1979) indicated that the label-setting algorithm requires

less computation time for low-density networks. The Interstate highway network

used in this study is quite sparse. Since this study only involves the shortest

path between a single origin and destination pair, it has been decided that the

label-setting algorithm will be employed.

First, the Dijkstra algorithm with a linear search priority queue

management scheme was implemented. Under this method, the algorithm will search

the node with minimum distance within the priority queue to join the "shortest

path" one by one (linearly). After a new node has been joined, the nodes

adjacent to the new "shortest path" must be updated and stored in the priority

queue.

Second, a binary heap management scheme (Tarjan, 1983) was employed to

replace the linear search for the minimum distance node to join the "shortest

path." The binary heap management scheme is a commonly used computer data

management scheme. Under this data management scheme, any particular data item

within a data set can be retrieved quickly. In particular, data items with

minimum and maximum values are readily available. Consequently, the algorithm



can retrieve the minimum distance node within the priority queue with little

effort. Instead, this method imposes the computation for "sorting" the data

items in the priority queue during the priority queue update process. Because

of the efficiency of the binary heap management scheme, the "sorting" process

is much faster than the sequential search method.

Third, an "adaptive" version (Golden and Ball, 1978) of the second

algorithm was implemented which explores the globally available location

information in addition to the distance matrix. This method is called "adaptive"

in the sense that it is more adaptive to the geometric structure of the network.

Under this method, nodes within the priority queue will join the "shortest path"

if the distance from the node to the "shortest path" and the straight line

distance from the node to the destination is the minimum.

Computation experiences with respect to these three different algorithms

have been obtained. The binary heap management scheme on the average saves fifty

percent computation time than the linear search priority queue management scheme.

Depending on the origin and destination pair, the "adaptive" directional search

improves the computation time ranging from twenty-nine to eighty-eight percent

over the second method.

Because, the "adaptive" search uses the straight line distance, the

algorithm will only guarantee an exact optimal solution if a straight line

distance is less than the actual distance for all links in the network.

Computation experience indicated that the "adaptive" method generates correct

shortest paths between nuclear power plants and potential repositories over the

interstate highway network. This is because actual distances for interstate

highway links are usually longer than the straight line distances. Since the

alternative route finding algorithm imposes additional distance penalties on

actual highway distances, the "adaptive" shortest path algorithm will guarantee

the optimal solution. A more detailed discussion of the aforementioned shortest

path algorithms reviewed and computation experiences can be found in a separate

report (Miaou and Chin, 1989).

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHMS

Results of the different algorithms used to determine the k-shortest path

from the nuclear power plant in Turkey Point, Florida, to the potential



Table I. Computation results of different algorithms in determining k-shortest
path from Turkey Point nuclear power plant, FL to Hanford repository
site, WA.

Algorithm k = 5 k = 10 k = 20 k = 30 k = 40 k = 50

Computation
Time (Second)
& Ratios

LS
BH
SBH (64-68)
AD

BH/LS
AO/BH
SBH/BH

3.57
2.30
6.54
1.48

0.65
0.65
2.84

22.58
10.47
32.47
6.64

0.47
0.63
3.10

52.67
24.55
69.21
14.89

0.47
0.61
2.82

129.57
65.42
154.95
38.01

0.51
0.58
2.37

226.02
122.43
255.95
69.10

0.54
0.56
2.09

341.36
195.81
371.96
108.04

0.57
0.55
1.90

471.26
284.73
503.01
154.67

0.60
0.54
1.77

Number of
Permanent Labels

Avg.'Max No.
in Priority

Note: LS =
AD =

of Node
Queue

LS
AD

LS
AD

linear search,
adaptive.

& BH

& BH

BH =

957.0
513.0

19/36
28/39

binary heap, SBH(No

957.0
501.2

24/47
41/59

957.0
498.6

27/52
47/64

957.1
496.9

30/65
55/75

957.1
495.2

32/69
60/85

957.2
494.4

34/70
63/88

. of Nodes in Paths) = simple path/binary heap.

957.3
493.6

35/72
67/96

500

Turkey Point Nuclear Power Plant, Florida
to

Hanford Repository Site, Washington

10 20 30

Number of Path, K
40 50

Figure 1. A slightly greater than linear relationship between computation time
and number of paths (k) for three algorithms examined.



repository site in Ha .ford, Washington, are tabulated in Table I. The comparison

of computation times for these algorithms is presented in Figure 1.

HIGHWAY NETWORK

The digital highway network used for this study was based on the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL) Highway Network Database (Peterson) . The ORNL Highway

Network Data Base, which is under continuous enhancement, currently consists of

380,000 miles of United States roadways including interstate, state, U.S., and

local highways. This network was constructed originally from the 1:2,000,000

scale digital line graphs produced by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).

Geographical accuracy on this network averages 1,200 meters (root mean sq.).

Set Display Options
Set or-Hun Scenario
Display Model Results

Quit Susten

Choose an option or QUIT to exit Program
Figure 2. Display showing the digital highway network with single selection

menu.



In order to reduce the computation requirement, it is necessary to reduce

the complexity of the network data base. This is accomplished in two steps.

The first step is to eliminate all but the interstate highways from the ORNL

Highway Network Data Base. This makes the size of the data base more manageable

for calculating alternative routes on a personal computer. The second step is

to consolidate the interstate links into "superlinks." A "superlink" is a link

with all intermediate links combined into a single longer link. This is

accomplished by using special criteria for choosing certain nodes to become

endpoints of the new superlinks. Only those nodes which meet at least one of

the following requirements become endpoints :

(1) the node is an intersection of two or more interstate highways,

(2) the node is a location where an interstate highway crosses a state
border, or

(3) the node is the beginning or ending point of a numbered interstate
highway.

The digital highway network used for this study is displayed in Figure 2.

HM-164 HIGHWAY NETWORK

According to the Department of Transportation, Research and Special

Programs Administration (49 CRF Parts 171 and 177 [Docket No. HM-164A]), nuclear

spent fuel can only be shipped on HM-164 designated highway routes for Highway

Route Controlled Quantity Shipments of Radioactive Materials. These HM-164

designated routes have been evolving and currently consist of either or both an

interstate system highway for which an alternative route is not designated by

a state routing agency, or a state-designated route selected by a state routing

agency, in accordance with the Department of Transportation's "Guideline for

Selecting Preferred Highway Routes for Highway Route Controlled Quantity

Shipments of Radioactive Materials" (DOT RSPA/MTB-81/5), or an equivalent routing

analysis which adequately considers overall risk to the public.

Based on current information obtained from an electronic bulletin board,

Hazardous Materials Information Exchange (HMIX) sponsored by the Federal

Emergency Management Agency and the Research and Special Programs Administration



of the Department of Transportation, only a few states (Arkansas, Colorado, Iowa,

Kentucky, Nebraska, and Tennessee) have specified limited non-interstate routes.

These state-designated routes are also subject to addition, modification, and

deletion periodically. However, only the interstate system is used in this

project.

ORIGINS AND DESTINATIONS

There are seventy-nine origins and four destinations available for the

routing analysis. In general, nuclear p̂ .wer plants arc 01 i.gins ar.<i repositories

are destinations. Figure 3 depicts the geographic locations for the origins

(diamonds) and destinations (squares) included in the system.

1MN I1ENU
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>

I

i

i

-s

!
' S

!

rv
J J

" • > • •

Choose as wany options as you uish by clidting the LEFT BUTTON
Figure 3. Display showing geographic locations for origins (diamonds) and

destinations (squares). A multiple selection menu is also displayed.
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There are about seventy-five operational nuclear power plants in the United

States. Four additional locations which have spent fuel which may need to be

shipped (such as West Valley, New York) are also included as origins. Three

potential repositories at Deaf Smith, Texas; Hanford, Washington; and Yucca

Mountain, Nevada are considered as destinations. One possible MRS location, the

Clinch River site near Oak Ridge, Tennessee, is considered as the fourth

destination.

COMPUTER SYSTEM

The overall system was developed to run on persona" computers under the

DOS operating system. The map display and graphics user interface was developed

in C language with a C-callable graphics development toolkit - Metawindow (by

Metagraphics, Inc.). Although Metawindow supports a variety of graphics display

adapters, the system is currently only working correctly with an Enhanced

Graphics Adapter. The analysis part of the system, shortest path and alternative

paths finding, was developed in FORTRAN. The user can either use a mouse or the

arrow keys on the keyboard to position the cursor on the CRT screen. By using

the cursor and two different types of key stroke (confirm or escape), the user

can operate the entire system.

GRAPHICS USER INTERFACE

The user interacts with the system through a graphics user interface pop-up

menu. There are three different pop-up menus used by the system: single

selection, multiple selection, and textual information display menus. The single

selection menu (shown in Figure 2) will pop-up on the graphics display screen

and provide the user with a menu of available options. The user can use the

mouse to move the cursor to the desired option. While the user is moving the

cursor on the CRT screen, the pointed option will be displayed in reverse video.

The user can make his/her selection by pressing the left button on the mouse.

The single selection menu will then automatically disappear and the program will

restore the part of graphics display which was previously blocked by the pop-up

menu. For the multiple selection menu (Figure 3), the user is provided with a

menu of available options. However, the user can make more than one selection

11



on such a menu. Each option on this menu acts like a toggle switch except the

"DONE" option. The user can use the mouse to position the cursor at a desired

option and press the left button on the mouse. The program will then mark the

option with an asterisk, "*", on the right side of the option if the option has

not been selected previously. Otherwise, the program will unmark the asterisk

if the option has been selected before. Then, the user can move the cursor to

either select or "de-select" another option. The user can terminate the multiple

selection process by selecting the "DONE" option. The textual information

display (shown in Figure 4) is composed of two columns of information. The left

column contains the names of the data and the other column shows the

corresponding data values. The user has the option to select the location of

such a textual information display so that an important part of the graphics

display will not be blocked by the textual information.

In addition to using the pop-up menus, the user can select the originating

nuclear power plant and destined potential repository on the continental U.S.

map display. The user positions the cursor to the desired nuclear power plant

or potential repository and confirms the selection by pressing the left button

on the mouse. The user has the option to view the textual information regarding

the selected power plant or repositories.

MAP DISPLAY OPTIONS

Because of the limited EGA CRT size and resolution, the screen displays

become too complicated to comprehend when too much information is crowded onto

the display screen. Consequently, a multiple selection pop-out menu has been

provided for the user to select any or all of the following options :

1.) U.S. boundary

2.) state boundaries

3.) inters tate highways

4.) metropolitan statistics areas

5.) nuclear power plants and potential repositories.

Figure 2 displays a map with the U.S. boundary, state boundaries, and Interstate

highways. Figure 3 displays a map with the U.S. boundary, state boundaries, as

12



well as power plants and repositories. Fig-are 4 displays a map with the U.S.

boundary, interstate highways, and power plants and repositories.

S e l e c t -ORIGIN and DESTINATION

ST.LUCIE
Power Plant

Nunteit 939

Select location for display and click LEFT BUTTON
Figure 4. Textual information display.

The user can select to display population information in major metropolitan

statistical areas (MSA) with filled circles. The size of the circle is

proportional to the population. The filled circles are drawn in "exclusive-OR"

video mode. Therefore, the user can clearly see the areas that are overlapped

or totally covered by MSA displays. The information is provided just for visual

evaluation of the selected alternative routes for nuclear spent fuel shipment.

The MSA information is not used in the routing analysis. Figure 5 shows the

zoom-in capability along with MSA information.

This system is equipped with zoom-in capability. The user can select a

rectangular area on the map display by specifying the lower-left and upper-right

13



corners of the rectangle using the cursor. Then the user selects the small

rectangular area to be displayed on a larger scale on the CRT screen. This

capability is necessary to display alternative routes with only minor differences

in detailed scale. The capability is also useful for the user to evaluate the

alternative route with respect to the MSA locations.

Figure 5. Zoomed-in display of the Mississippi and Ohio valleys with MSA
information superimposed.

SCENARIO STUDY

The system provides the user with the capability to analyze up to five

different scenarios. The user can use the single selection menu to select the

scenario for the alternative routes selection algorithm or the alternative routes

display.

14



ALTERNATIVE ROUTES DISPLAY

For each scenario, the system will automatically generate five

alternatives. The user is provided with the capability to have all or any

possible combination of these five alternative routes. To clearly differentiate

all five alternative routes, these five alternative routes are displayed in

different thicknesses and colors (Figure 6). Because of the calculation

round-off, the widths are set as one, three, five, seven, and nine pixels width.

In addition to the graphic display, a detailed textual description of the

alternative routes is also generated (Table II).

Finished. Press RIGHT BUTTON to continue or LEFT BUTTON to ZOOH.
Figure 6. Alternative routes from the St. Lucie power plant to the Hanford

repository.
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Table II. Textual description of alternative routes from the St. Lucie power
plant to the Hanford repository.

Alternate routing # 1
From STLUCIE NP to HANFORD RP

Link
Distance

15.
130.
78.
18.
61.
193.
15.
49.
11.
3.
4.
4.
8.
9.
85.
6,
11,
14,
99,
1.
2
3
1

172
48
5
67
4
3
10
6
71
148
7
5

5
3

00
00
21
92
55
32
21
70
81
80
,85
.20
.30
.40
.00
.52
.20
.30
.80
.69
.10
.20
.36
.80
.82
.00
.00
.91
.80
.30
.56
.17
.45
.57
.40
.80
.60
.60
.77

Route

LOCAL
195
195
1295
110
175
1475
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
124
124
124
124
124
140
165
165
124
157
157
164
164
155
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
129
129

From

ST LUCIE NP
ST LUCIE NP
I95:X65
I4:X56
I95:X97
I10:X53
I10:X42

MACONrSW
I75:X58
JCT:I675-I75
ATLANTA:INTL. ARPT
ATLANTA:S. BEND PARK
ATLANTA:CBD-S
ATLANTA:CBD-N
ATLANTA:NW
JCT:I575-I75
I75:MP002
I24:MP178

WILDWOOD
SOUTH PITTSBURGH
I24:MP053
I40:MP213

NASHVILLE:C-SE
NASHVILLE:C-N
I65:MP088
I57:X44
I57:X92
I64:X73
164:X6
EAST ST LOUIS:GRANIT
ST LOUIS IC
I70:MP238
BRIDGETON:W
I7O:X161
INDEPENDENCE:SE
KANSAS CITY:E
KANSAS CITY:CBD-SE
KANSAS CITY:CBD-NE
KANSAS CITY:N

To

I95:X65
I4:X56
I95:X97
I10:X53
I10:X42

MAC0N:SW
I75:X58
JCT:I675-I75
ATLANTA:INTL. ARPT
ATLANTA:S. BEND PARK
ATLANTA:CBD-S
ATLANTA:CBD-N
ATLANTA:NW
JCT:I575-I75
I75:MP002
I24:MP178

WILDWOOD
SOUTH PITTSBURGH
I24:MP053
I40:MP213
NASHVILLE:C-SE
NASHVILLE:C-N
I65:MP088
I57:X44
I57:X92
I64:X73
I64:X6
EAST ST LOUIS:GRANIT
ST LOUIS IC
I70:MP238
BRIDGETON:W
I70:X161
INDEPENDENCE:SE
KANSAS CITY:E
KANSAS CITY:CBD-SE
KANSAS CITY:CBD-NE
KANSAS CITY:N
I635:MPO12

FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
TN
TN
GA
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
TN
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO

Cumulative
Distance

15.0
145.2
224.1
242.7
30'4.0
497.2
512.9
562.7
574.5
578.4
582.6
586.9
595.3
604.3
689.8
696.0
707.3
722.1
821.8
822.9
825.1
828.4
830.2
1003.1
1051.1
1056.1
1124.0
1128.8
1132.1
1142.6
1148.8
1220.3
1368.8
1376.2
1382.0
1382.6
1388.2
1392.0
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SUMMARY

This paper describes a nonproprietary, readily transferable, and

easy-to-use decision support system which incorporates a nuclear spent fuel

transportation routing model and alternative routing algorithm. A

constraint-free digital Interstate Highway Network Database has been prepared

based on the ORNL Highway Network System. No royalty or licensing fee will be

involved in using this data base. Aa alternative-route generation algorithm has

been developed. The algorithm generates up to five distinct alternative routes

between a user-specified origin and destination pair. A state-of-the-art minimum

shortest path finding algorithm has been implemented. Overall, about three

hundred percent of computation efficiency has been observed as compared to the

original Dijkstra algorithm. A user-friendly user interface has been

implemented. By usir^ a mouse, the user can easily operate the whole system

without typing in any other information from the keyboard. Easy-to-understand

graphics displays are employed to depict the routing results on the

user-specified maps. Several pages of textual description of five alternative

routes can be easily replaced by one map.

All of these features are implemented on a personal computer which is

readily-transferable. This personal computer based nuclear spent fuel routing

system will be an invaluable tool for decision makers in various routing projects

concerning the transportation of nuclear spent fuel.
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